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The spatial correspondence between stimuli and re-
sponses affects performance even when stimulus posi-
tion is irrelevant for the task at hand. Consider a task in
which left responses are mapped onto green stimuli and
right responses are mapped onto red stimuli, while stim-
uli appear randomly to the left or to the right. Again, spa-
tially corresponding S–R conditions (e.g., green stimuli
appearing to the left) produce better performance than do
spatially noncorresponding S–R conditions (e.g., green
stimuli appearing to the right; Simon & Berbaum, 1990).
This observation is called the Simon effect (for a review,
see Lu & Proctor, 1995). The Simon effect is not re-
stricted to the horizontal dimension; it also occurs when
stimuli and responses vary on the vertical axis (e.g.,
Stürmer, Leuthold, Soetens, Schröter, & Sommer, 2002).

The dominating accounts of the Simon effect distin-
guish two parallel routes of response activation in the
Simon task (e.g., Hommel, 1997; Zhang, Zhang, & Korn-
blum, 1999). An indirect route processes the relevant
(i.e., nonspatial) stimulus feature and activates the cor-
rect response in accordance with task instructions. A di-
rect route processes the irrelevant stimulus position and
activates the spatially corresponding member of the re-
sponse set. In spatially corresponding conditions, both
pathways activate one and the same response, which is
quickly selected and executed. In contrast, in noncorre-

sponding conditions, the pathways activate different re-
sponses, and a response conflict has to be resolved.

Position-based response activation through the direct
route has often been described as automatic (e.g., Zhang
et al., 1999). Correspondingly, several authors assumed
that direct response activation rests on strong associa-
tions between spatial stimulus codes and spatial response
codes in long-term memory (e.g., Barber & O’Leary,
1997). Such a process might be expected to affect be-
havior almost inevitably, yet this is not the case. For ex-
ample, the occurrence of the Simon effect in a given trial
has been found to depend upon spatial S–R correspon-
dence in the preceding trial. In particular, a large Simon
effect was observed after corresponding trials. After
noncorresponding trials, however, the Simon effect was
strongly reduced (e.g., Praamstra, Kleine, & Schnitzler,
1999; Ridderinkhof, 2002) or absent (e.g., Stürmer et al.,
2002; Valle-Inclán, Hackley, & de Labra, 2002; Wühr,
2004). This observation is important because it chal-
lenges a central claim of many dual-route accounts of the
Simon effect (cf. Hommel, Proctor, & Vu, 2004; Note-
baert, Soetens, & Melis, 2001).

To explain sequential modulations of the Simon effect,
some authors have proposed the existence of mecha-
nisms gating position-based response activation in the
Simon task (e.g., Ridderinkhof, 2002; Stürmer et al.,
2002). For example, Stürmer et al. proposed an “ancillary
monitoring mechanism” (AMM) that modulates the im-
pact of position-based response activation upon the motor
system. Stürmer et al. described two ways in which the
AMM might work: It might close the direct route after
each noncorresponding trial, or it might open the direct
route after each corresponding trial. Interestingly, a re-
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The Simon effect denotes faster responses when the task-irrelevant stimulus position corresponds to
the response position than when it does not. Accounts of this effect assume that stimulus position auto-
matically activates a spatially corresponding response while the correct response is being computed. Yet
the Simon effect has been found to be reduced after noncorresponding trials. Some authors have inter-
preted these sequential modulations of the Simon effect as evidence for a mechanism gating position-
based response activation. Alternatively, sequential modulations have been explained in terms of feature-
integration processes, which depend upon the fact that different sequences of spatial-correspondence
conditions covary with different degrees of feature overlap between subsequent trials. The present study
investigates whether sequential modulations of the Simon effect can occur when feature overlap in the
different conditions is the same. Therefore, a Simon task with four stimulus positions and two response
positions was used. Sequential modulations of the Simon effect were found in trial sequences with con-
stant amounts of feature overlap between trials. Although the feature-integration account cannot explain
this result, it is consistent with the idea of a gating (i.e., cognitive control) mechanism.
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cent study found Simon effects after neutral trials to be
of intermediate size, when compared with Simon effects
after corresponding and noncorresponding trials (Wühr
& Ansorge, 2005). This result suggests that the AMM, if
such a mechanism exists at all, might increase the con-
ductivity of the direct route after corresponding trials
and decrease it after noncorresponding trials. In the fol-
lowing, I refer to these ideas as gating accounts.1

An alternative explanation for sequential modulations
of the Simon effect rests on the concept of event files
(Hommel, 1998). The basic idea is that when stimuli and
responses co-occur in time, their features are sponta-
neously encoded into a common, short-lived representa-
tion. This representation is called an event file (Hommel,
1998). Yet the cognitive codes of stimulus and response
features cannot be used for an infinite number of event
files simultaneously (Stoet & Hommel, 1999). Imagine,
for example, a situation in which an event file represent-
ing a yellow square and a right keypress already exists
when a second event file is to be formed in order to rep-
resent a red square and a right keypress. In this situation,
the feature code RIGHT must be “unbound” from the first
event file before it can be integrated into the second one.
This unbinding process is assumed to take time. In con-
trast, event-file formation (i.e., feature integration) is as-
sumed to proceed normally if either all or none of the
needed codes are part of already existing event files.

Importantly, in the usual Simon task the amount of fea-
ture overlap between two subsequent S–R episodes (i.e.,
trials) is confounded with the sequence of spatial S–R cor-
respondence conditions (cf. Hommel et al., 2004; Note-
baert et al., 2001). In the typical two-choice task (two
stimulus colors, two stimulus positions, two response
positions), the 16 possible first-order trial sequences 
can be divided into four corresponding–corresponding
(Co–Co), four corresponding–noncorresponding (Co–Nc),
four noncorresponding–corresponding (Nc– Co), and
four noncorresponding–noncorresponding (Nc–Nc) se-
quences. Importantly, in Co–Co sequences and in Nc–Nc
sequences either all features repeat (complete repetition)
or all features alternate (complete alternation). In contrast,
in Co–Nc sequences and in Nc–Co sequences some fea-
tures repeat, whereas others alternate (partial repetitions
or partial alternations).

The feature-integration account explains sequential
modulations of the Simon effect in the following way. In
Co–Co sequences, either all or none of the features are re-
peated, and event-file formation proceeds normally. More-
over, spatial S–R correspondence aids performance in
trial N. In contrast, all Co–Nc sequences comprise partial
repetitions. This fact slows feature integration in trial N,
and spatial S–R noncorrespondence also impairs perfor-
mance. In other words, for Co–Nc sequences feature inte-
gration and spatial S–R correspondence work in the same
direction, increasing the Simon effect after corresponding
trials. In contrast, for Nc–Co sequences feature integration
and spatial S–R correspondence work in opposite direc-
tions, decreasing the Simon effect after noncorresponding

trials (cf. Hommel et al., 2004; Valle-Inclán et al., 2002).
Recently, Hommel et al. demonstrated that sequential mod-
ulations of the Simon effect could occur when stimulus-
induced response conflicts in the preceding trial were
minimized or excluded, an observation that supports the
feature-integration account. Yet these data do not rule out
the possibility that a gating mechanism might also produce
sequential modulations of the Simon effect.

The present study investigated whether sequential
modulations of the Simon effect can occur when feature-
integration effects are held constant across the different
experimental conditions. Such a situation is provided by
a variant of the Simon task with two stimulus colors, four
stimulus positions, and two response positions. Note that
participants have the same task as usual: They press a
lower key in response to green stimuli and an upper key
in response to red stimuli, or vice versa. The only differ-
ence is that the stimulus can appear at four positions
(lower left, upper left, upper right, lower right), rather
than two positions. As a result, 64 first-order trial se-
quences are possible (cf. the Appendix). Accordingly,
there are 16 Co–Co sequences, 16 Co–Nc sequences, 16
Nc– Co sequences, and 16 Nc–Nc sequences. Impor-
tantly, in this task, trial sequences with the same amount
of feature overlap can be found among each of the four
sequences of correspondence conditions. In particular,
for each correspondence sequence there are cases for
which stimulus color and response position repeat while
stimulus position changes (partial repetitions), and there
are cases for which everything changes (complete alter-
nation). In contrast, complete repetitions and partial al-
ternations (stimulus color and response alternate while
stimulus position repeats) do not occur among each cor-
respondence sequence (cf. the Appendix). Therefore, the
present study mainly focused on partial repetitions and
complete alternations.

The feature-integration account does not predict se-
quential modulations of the Simon effect when only trial
sequences of the same feature-transition type are com-
pared. When only partial-repetition sequences are com-
pared, unbinding costs should occur in every trial, and
therefore they cannot differentially affect S–R corre-
spondence in trial N. Similarly, unbinding costs should
never occur when only complete alternations are com-
pared. Thus, observing sequential modulations of the
Simon effect under these conditions would suggest that
feature-integration effects are not the only possible source
of sequential modulations. Moreover, such an observa-
tion could be taken as evidence for gating of direct re-
sponse activation in the Simon task. Yet the validity of
this conclusion depends upon both the vertical and hor-
izontal dimensions being processed. Processing of the
vertical dimension can be expected, because responses
vary on that dimension, for which previous studies have
established Simon effects (e.g., Stürmer et al., 2002).
However, the horizontal dimension is completely irrele-
vant for the present task and, hence, processing of this
dimension cannot be taken for granted (cf. Hommel,
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1996). Fortunately, processing of the horizontal dimension
can be assessed by comparing performance for complete
repetitions of displays with performance for sequences
that are almost identical to the complete repetitions, except
that horizontal stimulus position had changed between
trials. Better performance in the former condition would
indicate that the horizontal dimension was processed.

Method
Participants. Nineteen students (17 female, mean age: 22 years)

participated in a single-session experiment. The experiment lasted
about 45 min, and participants were paid 5�. All participants were
naive with respect to the purpose of the study and classified them-
selves as having normal (or corrected-to-normal) visual acuity.

Apparatus and Stimuli. The participants sat in front of a 17-in.
color monitor, with unconstrained viewing distance of approxi-
mately 50 cm. An IBM-compatible computer controlled the pre-
sentation of visual stimuli, which were shown on a black back-
ground. The fixation point was a small “�” sign (~0.3º). Stimuli
were filled rectangles with a side length of 16 mm (~1.8º), appear-
ing either in red or green at one of four positions. Stimulus positions
were to the lower left, upper left, upper right, or lower right of the
screen center. At each position, the distance between the inner edge
of the stimulus and the screen center was 44 mm (~5.0º). Two re-
sponse buttons were mounted above each other on a wooden rack,
with a distance of 15 cm between buttons. The buttons were con-
nected to the computer via the Exkey interface device (Berisoft
Corp., Frankfurt /Main, Germany). The participants operated the
lower key with their left hand and the upper key with their right
hand for half of the experiment, whereas the opposite held for the
remaining half of the experiment.

Procedure. The experiment began with the presentation of the in-
structions on the screen. They described the stimuli and the sequence
of events in a typical trial. Moreover, the instructions informed the
participants about the mapping of stimulus colors onto response keys.
Then, the participants practiced their task in a block of 24 test trials.

The experimental phase contained 10 blocks of 64 trials, each of
which contained the following sequence of events. After a blank pe-
riod of 500 msec, the fixation point appeared at screen center and
remained on the screen. Next, 500 msec after the onset of the fixa-
tion point, a red or green rectangle appeared for 250 msec at one of
four possible positions (see above). The participants were instructed
to respond to stimulus color by pressing the appropriate key as
quickly as possible. Ten participants pressed the lower key to green
stimuli and the upper key to red stimuli; 9 participants received the
opposite instructions. Stimulus presentation was followed by a 750-
msec blank period.

For error-free trials, the stimulus onset asynchrony between sub-
sequent stimuli was 2 sec. However, when the participants pressed
the wrong key or reaction time (RT) exceeded 1 sec, a correspond-
ing error message was shown for 1 sec more. After each block, the
participants could take a rest before starting the next block at their
leisure.

Design. The experiment rested on a 2 � 2 within-subjects design.
The first factor was preceding S–R correspondence (S–R corre-
spondence in trial N�1). The second factor was S–R correspon-
dence in the present trial (S–R correspondence in trial N). To in-
vestigate the main question of the present study, separate analyses
were planned for complete alternations and for partial repetitions
(cf. the Appendix). In each block, the participants received eight
repetitions of each combination of two stimulus colors and four
stimulus positions in random order.

Results
For each participant, I first removed all RTs exceeding

two standard deviations from the grand mean (cf. Van Selst

& Jolicœur, 1994). Across participants, RTs � 375 msec
(1.3%) and RTs � 793 msec (2.8%) were excluded from
further analyses. Moreover, only RTs from error-free trials
that were preceded by an error-free trial were analyzed.

Reaction times. First, a one-factorial analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) was conducted on the complete data set,
with sequence type (complete repetition, partial repeti-
tion, partial alternation, complete alternation) as the
within-subjects factor. There was a significant effect of
sequence type [F(3,54) � 9.71, p � .001]. RTs were
shorter for complete repetitions (571 msec) than for par-
tial repetitions [588 msec; t(18) � 5.21, p � .001] and
partial alternations [597 msec; t(18) � 4.38, p � .001].
In contrast, complete repetitions were not different from
complete alternations [580 msec; t(18) � 1.68, p � .11],
and partial repetitions were not different from partial al-
ternations [t(18) � 1.60, p � .13]. This pattern of results
is consistent with the feature-integration account (cf.
Hommel et al., 2004).

Next, separate ANOVAs were performed on RTs from
partial repetitions and on RTs from complete alterna-
tions (cf. Figure 1, upper panel). For partial repetitions,
the main effect for preceding correspondence was not
significant [F(1,18) � 1.85, p � .191]. Yet a significant
main effect of present correspondence [F(1,18) � 66.14,
p � .001] indicated shorter RTs for corresponding con-
ditions (575 msec) than for noncorresponding conditions
(597 msec). Moreover, the significant interaction indicated
sequential modulation of the Simon effect [F(1,18) �
21.62, p � .001]. There was a larger Simon effect after
corresponding trials (33 msec) than after noncorrespond-
ing trials (12 msec). For complete alternations, the main
effect for preceding correspondence approached signif-
icance [F(1,18) � 3.31, p � .086], suggesting somewhat
shorter RTs after corresponding trials (579 msec) than
after noncorresponding trials (583 msec). A significant
main effect of present correspondence [F(1,18) � 60.69,
p � .001] indicated shorter RTs for corresponding con-
ditions (570 msec) than for noncorresponding conditions
(593 msec). Moreover, the significant interaction indicated
sequential modulation of the Simon effect [F(1,18) �
5.86, p � .05]. There was a larger Simon effect after cor-
responding trials (29 msec) than after noncorresponding
trials (18 msec).

The impact of changes on the irrelevant horizontal di-
mension between trials was assessed by comparing RTs
for complete repetitions of displays (e.g., Co1–Co1; see
the Appendix) with RTs for display sequences that are
almost identical to the complete repetitions, except for a
change of horizontal stimulus position between trials
(e.g., Co1–Co2; cf. the Appendix). Shorter RTs for com-
plete repetitions (571 msec) than for changes of horizontal
stimulus position [581 msec; F(1,18) � 6.61, p � .05],
suggests that the horizontal dimension was processed.

Error percentages. First, a one-factorial ANOVA was
conducted on the complete data set, with sequence type
as the within-subjects factor. The effect of this variable
was significant [F(3,54) � 9.14, p � .001]. This result
indicates fewer errors for complete repetitions (1.8%)
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and complete alternations (1.7%) than for partial repeti-
tions (3.9%) and partial alternations (3.1%).

Next, separate ANOVAs were performed on error per-
centages for the two types of trial sequences (cf. Fig-
ure 1, lower panel). The only significant results involved
the main effects of present correspondence, indicating a
Simon effect of 2.4% for partial repetitions [F(1,18) �
15.32, p � .01] and a Simon effect of 1.1% for complete
alternations [F(1,18) � 4.49, p � .05]. Moreover, I con-
ducted a comparison between error rates for complete
repetitions and error rates for similar display sequences, in
which only the horizontal stimulus position had changed.
A lower error percentage for complete repetitions (1.7%)
than for changes on the horizontal dimension [3.7%;
F(1,18) � 11.68, p � .01] indicates that the horizontal
dimension was processed.

Discussion
The present study investigates whether sequential mod-

ulations of the Simon effect can occur when the feature
overlap between subsequent trials is the same in each of
the four possible sequences of spatial-correspondence
conditions. The experiment involved a variant of the
Simon task with four stimulus positions and two re-
sponse positions. In this task, one finds trial sequences
with the same degree of feature overlap among each of
the four sequences of spatial-correspondence conditions.
First, there are sequences in which stimulus color and re-
sponse repeat while stimulus position alternates (partial
repetitions) in each condition. Second, there are also se-
quences with complete alternations in each condition.
The present experiment revealed sequential modulations
of the Simon effect for both types of trial sequences. Yet

Figure 1. Reaction times (upper panel) and error percentages (lower panel)
observed in the present experiment, as a function of correspondence-condition
sequence and of feature transition between subsequent trials. Error bars rep-
resent standard errors of the mean between participants (N � 19).
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before these results can be interpreted, we must assess
whether participants processed horizontal stimulus po-
sition along with vertical stimulus position. Otherwise,
we cannot assume that complete alternations and partial
repetitions were among each of the four sequences of
spatial-correspondence conditions. A comparison of
performance in trial sequences involving complete rep-
etitions of stimulus displays with performance in similar
trial sequences, except for a change of horizontal stimu-
lus position between trials, revealed shorter RTs and
higher accuracy for the former condition. This result
suggests that participants processed horizontal stimulus
position along with vertical stimulus position (cf. Vu &
Proctor, 2002). Therefore, feature-integration processes
cannot explain the modulations of the Simon effect ob-
served in the present experiment. However, the results
are consistent with the idea of a mechanism gating direct
response activation. How might this mechanism work?
Available evidence suggests that the gating mechanism
(or AMM) is triggered by the correspondence and/or
noncorrespondence between the response computed on
the basis of color (i.e., the relevant stimulus feature) and
the response activated by stimulus position (Wühr, 2004).
Once triggered, the AMM might increase the conduc-
tivity of the direct route after corresponding trials and
decrease it after noncorresponding trials (Wühr & An-
sorge, 2005).

It should be noted that a pilot experiment, in which re-
sponses varied on the horizontal dimension, revealed se-
quential modulations of the Simon effect for complete
alternations only. The failure to obtain sequential modu-
lations of Simon effects for partial repetitions with hor-
izontally arranged responses may be related to a recent
finding reported by Rubichi, Nicoletti, & Umiltà (2005).
These authors reported evidence suggesting that pro-
cessing horizontal stimulus position provides a larger
number of spatial codes than does processing vertical
stimulus position. Due to the larger number of horizon-
tal codes, it might be more difficult to suppress horizontal
Simon effects than vertical Simon effects.

On first sight, the results of the present study seem at
odds with those of the Hommel et al. (2004) study. Yet
this is not the case. Hommel et al. showed that sequen-
tial modulations of the Simon effect could occur when
variation of stimulus position is unlikely to affect re-
sponse selection in the preceding trial. Importantly, how-
ever, this observation does not warrant concluding that
interactions between processing stimulus position and
selecting the correct response will never cause sequen-
tial modulations of the Simon effect. This conclusion
would only be warranted if an impact of variable stimu-
lus position upon response selection were demonstrated
without simultaneously observing sequential modula-
tions of the Simon effect in the subsequent trial. This
demonstration is still lacking, however.

Together, the results reported by Hommel et al. (2004)
and those of the present study suggest that at least two dif-
ferent mechanisms can cause sequential modulations of

the Simon effect. One can be seen in the feature-integration
processes that affect performance in Simon tasks, in ad-
dition to spatial S–R correspondence. A second cause
for sequential modulations of the Simon effect may be a
mechanism that gates direct response activation in the
Simon task. Hommel et al. argued against this possibil-
ity that a gating mechanism should have to be rather so-
phisticated because it must know the different sources of
response conflicts in order to be able to gate the source
of unwanted activation. Yet determining the source of re-
sponse activation might not be such a demanding task as
suggested by Hommel et al. Besides that, it is also pos-
sible that the gating mechanism does not have to know
the activation sources of incorrect responses at all. Note
that, until now, most researchers assumed that, if a gat-
ing mechanism exists, it gates processing in the direct
route. However, it is also possible that the gating mech-
anism modulates processing in the indirect (i.e., con-
trolled) processing pathway. For example, the gating
mechanism might increase the efficiency of processing
in the controlled route after noncorresponding trials.
Such a gating mechanism would be in perfect agreement
with the assumption of dual-route models that position-
based response activation is automatic.
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NOTE

1. Sequential modulations, similar to those discussed here, have also
been observed for the flanker compatibility effect (e.g., Gratton, Coles,
& Donchin, 1992), and an explanation in terms of conflict monitoring has
been proposed (cf. Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001).
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APPENDIX
S–R Episode in Trial N

Note—Each cell of the table represents one of the possible 64 first-order trial sequences in the present experiment (Co � corre-
sponding, Nc � noncorresponding, S � stimulus color, P � stimulus position, R � response, � denotes a repetition, � denotes
an alternation). The stimulus–response mapping for the present example is “white circle—lower key, black circle—upper key.”

(Manuscript received October 28, 2003;
revision accepted for publication June 18, 2004.)

Co1–Co1 Co1–Co2 Co1–Co3 Co1–Co4 Co1–Nc1 Co1–Nc2 Co1–Nc3 Co1–Nc4
S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R�

Co2–Co1 Co2–Co2 Co2–Co3 Co2–Co4 Co2–Nc1 Co2–Nc2 Co2–Nc3 Co2–Nc4
S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R�

Co3–Co1 Co3–Co2 Co3–Co3 Co3–Co4 Co3–Nc1 Co3–Nc2 Co3–Nc3 Co3–Nc4
S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R�

Co4–Co1 Co4–Co2 Co4–Co3 Co4–Co4 Co4–Nc1 Co4–Nc2 Co4–Nc3 Co4–Nc4
S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R�

Nc1–Co1 Nc1–Co2 Nc1–Co3 Nc1–Co4 Nc1–Nc1 Nc1–Nc2 Nc1–Nc3 Nc1–Nc4
S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R�

Nc2–Co1 Nc2–Co2 Nc2–Co3 Nc2–Co4 Nc2–Nc1 Nc2–Nc2 Nc2–Nc3 Nc2–Nc4
S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R� S�P�R�
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